A search for Gram-negative enteric micro-organisms in acute anterior uveitis: association of klebsiella with recent onset of disease, HLA-B27, and B7 CREG
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SUMMARY Faecal samples obtained from patients with acute anterior uveitis (AAU) and healthy controls unconnected with hospitals were examined for the presence of Gram-negative micro-organisms reported to be associated with AAU. There was an increased recovery of Klebsiella spp. from AAU patients seen in the first and in the second week after onset of symptoms when compared with patients presenting three to four weeks after onset of symptoms (p<0.025 and p<0.05 respectively) or with healthy control subjects (p<0.005 and p<0.05 respectively). By the third to fourth week there was no difference in klebsiella recovery between AAU patients and controls. The increased faecal recovery of klebsiella in the first two weeks was predominantly in HLA-B27 positive patients or patients possessing antigens which cross-react with B27, namely, HLA-B7 CREG. The patients with faecal cultures positive for klebsiella had a higher mean ESR than patients with negative faecal cultures (p<0.05). Although there was an increase in recovery of faecal klebsiella from AAU patients with spondylarthritides when compared with AAU patients without arthritis, the difference was not statistically significant. These results suggest that some klebsiella micro-organisms may play a role in the aetiopathogenesis of AAU associated with HLA-B27 or HLA-B7 CREG.

Acute anterior uveitis (AAU) is most probably a heterogeneous group of disorders, some of which may be produced as a consequence of infection.1 AAU following enteric infection with shigella,2 salmonella,3 and Yersinia enterocolitica4 has been described. There are indications that immune mechanisms may play a critical role in the production of AAU, but in the majority of cases the aetiology is unknown.5 About half of the patients with AAU are found to carry the tissue antigen HLA-B27, and a high proportion of these patients have associated spondyloarthritic diseases such as ankylosing spondylitis (AS) or sacroilitis.5,6 Several studies have reported an increase of HLA-B7 CREG antigens in B27 negative AS. (The B7 CREG antigens cross-react serologically with B27 and include B7, Bw22, Bw40, and Bw42.) Two recent studies have also noted an increase of B7 CREG in AAU.6,7 Cross-reactivity between some strains of Klebsiella spp. and HLA-B27 positive AS lymphocytes has been reported.8-12 Increased faecal recovery of Klebsiella pneumoniae during exacerbations of active inflammation of spinal and peripheral joint and eye disease in AS has been observed,9,10 though some investigators were unable to confirm this.11 An increased faecal isolation of Klebsiella spp. in AAU associated with AS has also been reported,12,13 though again not confirmed by others.14 The evidence suggests that infection by some strains of Gram-negative micro-organisms, including some Klebsiella spp. may be an aetiological factor in the production of acute inflammation in AS.
A search for Gram-negative enteric micro-organisms in acute anterior uveitis

The aim of these investigations was to search for evidence of recent enteric carriage by AAU patients of Gram-negative micro-organisms implicated in the aetiopathogenesis of the HLA-B27 related disorders. The bacteria sought included shigella, salmonella, *Yersinia enterocolitica*, *Campylobacter fetus* subsp. *jejuni*, and *Klebsiella* spp.

**Patients and methods**

**Patient selection.** Patients presenting with a first attack or a recurrence of AAU to the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital emergency department were referred to the weekly uveitis research clinic. Patients were seen within the first week of presenting to the eye casualty clinic. Occasionally patients were seen within two weeks. This hospital is the major referral centre in the region for acute ocular emergencies and serves a population of over two million. Because of delay between onset of symptoms and first presentation to the eye emergency department, many patients were seen for the first time in our research clinic three to four weeks after the onset of ocular symptoms. At the initial presentation to the eye casualty department patients received sterile faecal specimen containers with instructions to provide a fresh faecal sample on the day of attendance at the clinic. Apart from this initial presentation, patients did not have any significant hospital exposure prior to our clinical assessment. All patients with AAU who provided faecal samples within the four weeks from onset of symptoms were included in the study.

The patients were divided into three groups: those providing faecal samples within one week of onset of symptoms, group A; those providing faecal samples in the second week after onset of symptoms, group B; and those providing samples in the third and fourth week after onset of symptoms, group C. The patients were examined, and blood was drawn for HLA-A and B tissue typing and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Radiographs of the pelvis and spine were performed where indicated by the history or examination. Patients with chronic uveitis (that is, inflammation for more than three months) or patients with posterior uveitis were excluded from the study.

**Control subjects.** Healthy control subjects were recruited from general practitioner’s lists in the Melbourne area. Subjects were examined and single faecal samples collected at the local practitioner clinic. Persons with a history of ocular inflammation, peripheral or spinal arthritis, psoriasis, inflammatory bowel disease, a recent history of significant hospital contact, or antibiotic use in the previous two months were excluded from the control group.

**Hospital staff.** Thirty-one healthy hospital staff provided single faecal specimens.

**Faecal cultures.** Faecal specimens were examined for Gram-negative enteric organisms, including known pathogens, by standard methods. Briefly, specimens were cultured on to MacConkey, xylose lysine dehydrogenase (XLD), and inositol-supplemented agar. The latter was included to differentiate *Klebsiella* spp. from other lactose-fermenters. Faecal specimens were incubated at 37°C for 18 hours before examination for inositol fermenting colonies. Salmonellae were sought on bismuth sulphite agar following selenite enrichment.

A small amount of faeces was emulsified in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 1% mannitol, stored at 4°C for six weeks to enrich for *Yersinia enterocolitica*, and subcultured on to Hektoen Enteric agar at 25°C for 48 hours. Presumptive *Klebsiella*/*Yersinia* spp. were identified by the API 20E system.

**Statistical analysis** was by 2×2 χ² tables, with Yates’s correction for small numbers, or Student’s *t* test.

**Results**

There were 75 patients and 76 episodes of AAU available for analysis, one patient having two separate attacks. The mean age of the patients was 39-7 years. Thirty-one were female. Fifty-four control subjects were obtained. Their mean age was 40-5 years and 29 were female.

No salmonella, shigella, or *Campylobacter fetus* spp. *jejuni* micro-organisms were isolated from either patient or control faecal cultures. *Yersinia enterocolitica* (serotype not known) was isolated from one patient who had no enteric symptoms.

**Klebsiella in AAU**

The isolation rate of klebsiella in AAU patients and controls is shown in Fig. 1. There was a significant increase in faecal klebsiella recovery in group A AAU patients during the first week 10/25 (40%) when compared with group C patients 1/22 (5%) (χ²=6-35, *p*<0.025) or with control subjects 5/54 (9%) (χ²=8-59, *p*<0.005). There was a lower, though still significant, increase in recovery of klebsiella in group B AAU patients during the second week 9/29 (31%) when compared with group C patients (χ²=4-01, *p*<0.05) or with control subjects (χ²=4-92, *p*<0.05). By the third to fourth week there was no difference in the klebsiella recovery rate between AAU patients and controls.

Twelve of the 31 faecal specimens provided by hospital staff grew klebsiella (39%). This was a significantly higher isolation rate than the non-
hospital control subjects ($\chi^2 = 8.91, p < 0.005$) or the group C AAU patients ($\chi^2 = 6.37, p < 0.025$).

**Klebsiella in HLA-B27, B7 CREG, and non-B7 CREG patients**

The results of comparing the faecal isolations from HLA-B7 CREG with non-B7 CREG AAU patients and controls are shown in Fig. 2. There was an increased isolation of *Klebsiella* spp. from HLA-B27 (50%) and particularly HLA-B7 CREG (53%) patients in the first week when compared with HLA-B7 CREG negative patients (22%), but possibly owing to the small number of patients the difference did not reach statistical significance ($\chi^2 = 1.14, \text{NS}$). A similar smaller difference occurred during week 2. There was, however, a significant increase in recovery of klebsiella in the B7 CREG group at week 1 and week 2 when compared with control subjects ($\chi^2 = 12.17, p < 0.001$, and $\chi^2 = 5.3, p < 0.025$ respectively) and when B7 CREG patients from group A were compared with B7 CREG patients from group C ($\chi^2 = 5.71, p < 0.025$). There was no significant increase in klebsiella isolation from the B7 CREG negative patients during the first two weeks when compared with the control subjects, or with patients from weeks 3 and 4.

**ESR and klebsiella in AAU**

The mean erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) in AAU patients with faecal cultures positive for klebsiella was compared with that in patients having negative faecal cultures. Patients with positive faecal cultures had a higher mean ESR during both the first week (26.1 mm/h vs 12.5 mm/h, $t = 1.66$, NS) and during the first and second week combined (24.5 mm/h vs 15.3 mm/h, $t = 2.04$, $p < 0.05$) (Fig. 3).

**Klebsiella in AAU patients with and without spondylarthitis**

Six of the 25 AAU patients seen in the first week had AS or a spondylarthritis—i.e., low back pain with sacroilitis with or without peripheral arthritis. Four of these patients (66%) had faecal cultures positive for *Klebsiella* spp. Although there was an overall increased isolation of *Klebsiella* spp. in spondylarthritic AAU patients 9/19 (47%) when compared with non-spondylarthritic patients 10/35 (29%) during the first two weeks, the differences between the two groups did not reach statistical significance ($\chi^2 = 1.17, p > 0.05$). The faecal isolation
Fig. 3  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate in all AAU patients with positive or negative faecal cultures for Klebsiella spp. seen within two weeks of onset of symptoms. Bars represent mean and SEM.

rate of klebsiella from AAU patients with spondylarthitis during the first two weeks combined was significantly greater than from the controls ($\chi^2=10.83$, $p<0.001$), but there was also a significant increase in klebsiella recovery from non-spondylarthritic patients ($\chi^2=4.36$, $p<0.05$) in comparison with the control group.

Discussion

Our results show that there is an increased recovery of Klebsiella species from the faeces of AAU patients in the first two weeks after onset of symptoms. After that time the faecal isolation rate is no different from the level found in a healthy control population. There is no evidence from our data to suggest that idiopathic AAU is associated with subclinical faecal carriage of salmonella, shigella, campylobacter, or yersinia.

Fig. 4  Percentage faecal isolation rate of Klebsiella spp. in AAU patients with spondylarthritis SpA (+) and without spondylarthritis SpA (−) seen within two weeks of onset of symptoms and in controls.
The progressive decrease in faecal isolation rate of *Klebsiella* spp. in those patients seen at longer intervals after the onset of AAU is strongly suggestive of a temporal association between the presence of *Klebsiella* in the gastrointestinal tract and the subsequent development of AAU. The 40% isolation rate in AAU patients seen within one week of onset of ocular symptoms can be interpreted in a number of ways. Firstly, *Klebsiella* may be associated with only a proportion of cases. This is quite likely, as AAU is an ocular inflammatory condition which probably is initiated by numerous agents and has different pathogenetic mechanisms. Secondly, it is possible that the gastrointestinal carriage of *Klebsiella* may even be higher than our figure of 40% in persons about to develop AAU. Only a prospective study of patients with recurrent attacks of AAU could resolve this question.

The decreasing faecal isolation rate of *Klebsiella* in AAU patients seen at progressively later weeks after onset of symptoms suggests that there may be an immunological response to the presence of these micro-organisms. This hypothesis is supported by our recent observations of elevated levels of serum IgA in patients with AAU (paper in preparation). The elevated serum IgA was found predominantly in the HLA-B27 positive patient group.

*Klebsiella* recovery was higher from the HLA-B27 (50%) or HLA-B7 CREG (53%) patients than from the B7 CREG negative patients (22%) during the first week. The difference between the groups, however, was not significant. A similar trend was noted in the second week. It is possible that the numbers studied were too small. A larger continuing study now under way should answer this question. Willshaw examined 23 episodes of AAU and also noted an increased recovery of *Klebsiella* in 6/10 (60%) B27 positive patients as against 4/13 (31%) in the B27 negative group.21 Again his small numbers failed to reach statistical significance. Our results are strikingly similar to his. Warren and Brewerton did not find an increased faecal recovery of *Klebsiella* in AAU patients.16 Neither study, however, compared the time interval between the onset of patients' symptoms and the receipt of faecal cultures or compared B7 CREG positive AAU patients with B7 CREG negative patients.

The high *Klebsiella* isolation rate from hospital staff was not unexpected. An increased faecal isolation rate of *Klebsiella* from hospital staff is well recognised.21 The results obtained in our study are comparable with previously reported rates of isolation from hospital staff and indicate that our culture techniques are of comparable sensitivity. These results, however, highlight the relatively low *Klebsiella* isolation rate obtained from healthy control subjects when they are selected from the general population, and the importance of selecting an appropriate control group. We obtained a similar result from a sample of physiotherapy students studied on their first day of contact with a hospital environment.22 In this respect it is important to note that the patients examined in our study were in effect 'non-hospital subjects,' having had only a single episode of minimal hospital exposure which would have been unlikely to affect the bowel flora.

The elevated mean ESR in patients with faecal cultures positive for *Klebsiella* provides additional corroborative evidence that these organisms may have been producing significant systemic inflammatory disease. A similar association between *Klebsiella* carriage, elevated ESR, and/or elevated serum C-reactive protein has been reported in AS.23,24

The mechanism by which *Klebsiella* may produce AAU remains speculative. Circulating Gram-negative bacterial endotoxin can be shown to produce AAU in animal experiments.24 Intravitreal injection of *Klebsiella* *oxytoca* has been shown to produce a rapid destructive endophthalmitis with anterior segment inflammation.25 These observations would suggest a direct toxic effect by bacteria or bacterial cell products deposited in the eye.

Another mechanism is direct cross-reactivity between bacterial and ocular antigens. Cross-reactivity between *Klebsiella* antigens and bovine vitreous humour has been demonstrated, and it is possible that ocular inflammation may occur as a result of cellular and/or humoral mediated cross-reactive (i.e. autoimmune) mechanisms.26,27

The similarities between the increased *Klebsiella* recovery rate in both HLA-B7 CREG associated AAU and acute exacerbations of inflammatory spine and peripheral joint disease in AS suggests that these two conditions may be different manifestations of a more general underlying disease process.

Infection with shigella, salmonella, and *Yersinia enterocolitica* can produce AAU, particularly in HLA-B27 positive persons. Our similar findings with *Klebsiella* in HLA-B7 CREG positive AAU suggest that perhaps a number of Gram-negative enteric micro-organisms, possibly due to some common feature, such as a surface antigen, can produce AAU and/or arthritis in a genetically susceptible individual.
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